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a b s t r a c t
How to protect and develop traditional ethnic cloth culture are the key problems of current societal
interest. Through earlier research of smart techniques of pattern layout and texture appearance
simulation of traditional Ethnic cloth, a data-driven intelligent design and simulation model based
on main color feature learning is proposed in this paper. We employ a combination-based design
technique, which uses pattern elements data and skeletons data to design a digital layout for ethnic
cloth. We use Octree to quantize the color map for the designed ethnic cloth layout and extract main
color map based on k-means clustering. Using a cubic convolution interpolation algorithm with yarn
structure template, we render each region that is segmented through the main color map. Then, we
can generate a good representation of the texture appearance of the designed layout which is shown as
a realistic fabric material. Finally, the designed layout will be transferred to intelligent loom produced
based on industrial Internet of things. We design several traditional Ethic cloths (Tujia brocade) layouts
and simulate their textures based on our method to analyze its applicability and validity. We also
compare the design and simulation results with previously proposed algorithms, which indicate that
our model can design complex patterns and simulate exquisite material of Tujia brocade.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
With the development of intelligent weaving technology, industrial Internet of things (Io-Ts) [1–5] and intelligent design
technology [6,7], interest has inevitably arisen in improving the
weaving process based on the above intelligent technologies.
With a centuries-old history and rich connotations, Chinese ethnic brocade has a profound cultural symbolic significance. As a
type of famous Chinese ethnic clothes, Tujia brocade is a handmade textile technique originated by the Chinese Tujia people
and is distributed in the southwestern region of China. Because
producers of Tujia brocade have continued to use traditional
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: hutao_es@foxmail.com (T. Hu), cxxiao@whu.edu.cn
(C. Xiao).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2019.02.054
0167-739X/© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

handmade weaving technique and production patterns passed
down through families, traditional Tujia brocade requires highlevel handmade labor with low production efficiency.
In order to improve the production efficiency of Tujia brocade,
a data-driven design and simulation algorithm based on main
color map feature is proposed, which represents considerable
progress compared with traditional handmade weaving technology. The motivation of the paper is to improve the existing
weaving designing technology, including pattern design and texture simulation, and provide a new framework for designing and
simulating Tujia brocade. Based on the proposed framework, the
traditional production model of Tujia brocade is changed to a digital stage from handmade model. The proposed pattern designing
algorithm not only retains the traditional feature of Tujia brocade
(such as bright colors and standardized patterns), but also adapts
the requirements of our designed intelligent weaving system. And
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Fig. 1. The framework of the intelligent weaving system for Tujia brocade.

Fig. 2. The whole process from cloth design to production.

we propose a smart simulation algorithm to show the final effect
of the designed pattern based on the existing texture feature of
Tujia brocade.
In view of the characteristics of Tujia brocade with abstract
patterns and bright colors, we develop a data-driven design and
simulation algorithm based on pattern and color features. We
build a pattern element library consisting of elements extracted
from many handmade-weaving Tujia brocades. Based on the research of the layouts of handmade-weaving brocade samples, we
extract the general skeletons of common Tujia pattern combinations. By means of the pattern element library, it will be quite
easy for the designer to design various layouts for Tujia brocade.
In order to simplify the texture simulation process, we propose
a method to simulate the texture of Tujia brocade on basis of
a main color map feature. After we design a new Tujia brocade
layout using our algorithm, all elements of the layout will be
regarded as a whole to simulate the texture of the finished piece.
The k-means clustering algorithm is adapted to extract the main
color map of the Tujia brocade layout. Tujia brocade layout which
is segmented into different parts based on the main color map. By
using a yarn structure, the texture appearance of each part can be
simulated. Finally, after fusing all the simulation parts, the virtual
representation of the layout texture of Tujia brocade is generated.
In order to verify our method, we designed a software and
hardware collaboration system. The system can transmit the designed pattern to intelligent loom to produce based on industrial
Io-Ts.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

Fig. 3. The flow chart of the proposed system.

(1) Through the learning color feature of Tujia brocade, a new
data-driven design and simulation algorithm is proposed, which
is the first computer-aided design (CAD) and simulation method
developed for Tujia brocade. The pattern elements and skeletons
data are used to driven designing a digital new layout of Tujia
brocade. The color feature and yarn structure data are employed
to construct the texture appearance of designed layout. In other
words, the proposed algorithm is driven by pattern elements,
skeletons, color feature and yarn structure. And those data are
extracted from the real Tujia brocade images. So by combination
with our developed CAD system, the output of the proposed
algorithm can be simulated with the texture appearance of real
woven pieces.
(2) A new design method is proposed for generating Tujia
brocade layouts based on pattern elements and skeletons. The
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Fig. 4. An example of Tujia brocade pattern layout analysis.

Fig. 5. Examples of entries in the Tujia brocade element data.

Fig. 6. Examples of pattern skeletons data for Tujia brocade.

pattern elements determine the content of a designed Tujia brocade layout, whereas the skeleton determines the location of each
pattern element.
(3) Based on the color is bright and localized in each region
of Tujia brocade, a new simulation algorithm is designed for
rendering the texture using the main color map feature. The
different regions of the layout to be simulated are specified by
the main color map, and the simulated texture of these regions
are specified by the yarn structures.
The data-driven design and simulation algorithm for Tujia brocade is an important component of an intelligent weaving system
for Tujia brocade. Based on Internet and industrial Io-Ts, it can be
used to rapidly design pieces for display to potential customers
or can serve as the basis for an interactive design experience
in a museum for visitors or on the Internet for interested with
no background knowledge of the craft. The Internet is used to
transfer the interactive data between users in designed client and
our system, and the industrial of Io-Ts is employed to transfer the
producing data between our system and intelligent loom.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Firstly, the
related work is presented in Section 2. An overview of our model
is introduced in Section 3. Then, we describe the creative design
algorithm and the texture simulation algorithm in Section 4.
Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5.

Finally, we present the conclusion and directions for future work
in Section 6.
2. Related works
In the past years, brocade design has become an important
field of research in computer-based textile science. Cao et al.
[8] proposed a layers approach jacquard CAD technology that
includes methods of interactive pattern design and texture simulation based on real cloth, that is also the main work of this paper.
Li Sheng et al. proposed an intelligent pattern design system [9]
to improve the deficiencies of traditional brocade CAD systems,
such as complicated artistic requirements and a long weaving
cycle. They also proposed a pattern emulation technology and
reticulated structure modeling for designing brocade layouts and
simulating textile appearances. Lu et al. [10] proposed a 3D garments to 2D textiles new cloth design method, which can create
figure-flattering works in 3D garments and output 2D pattern
with matched texture.
Cloth color segmentation.
Lots of scholars are works on cloth color segmentation. Yu
Han et al. introduced a design system on the basis of cognitive
color themes [11] that considers the effects of brocade color
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Fig. 7. The quantization process of a Tujia brocade pattern based on Octree.

Fig. 8. Example of the yarn simulation of the ‘Forty-eight hooks’ pattern.

and texture in a cognitive loop. A lightness-biased cartoon-andtexture decomposition method was proposed by them to reduce
the impact of random texture noise on the segmentation of
textile images [12]. And the cartoon-and-texture decomposition
and a method of bias field based on color transfer were used to
complete a brocade design layout [13]. TinEye provide an online
powerful color palette extracting tool: MulticolorEngine [14–16],
which can give a similarity rank, a color class and a weight factor
by using unparalleled image recognition technology.
There are some classic methods to quantize color of an image
based on clusterings, such as histogram quantized, median-cut,
K-means or Octree [17]. Considering the texture complex of cloth,
those methods just can be employed to pre-process the cloth
image. For the high color contrast that is characteristic of Tujia
brocade, our method employs a main color extraction algorithm
based on Octree quantization [18–21] and k-means [22–26] in
RGB space to segment designed layouts for Tujia brocade, which
can combine the advantages of Octree and k-means. The Octree is
used to pre-process the color feature of layout, and we use the Kmeans to extract the main color feature after Octree quantization.
In the end, we compare the color extracting accuracy of the
proposed algorithm with MulticolorEngine [14–16].
A Map Reduce-based fast fuzzy c-means method was proposed
by Li et al. [27] to paralyze the segmentation of underwater
images. Chan et al. [28] detected the floating yarn and estimated
the combination of underneath yarns of ancient Chinese textiles
by regular bands analysis. Powell et al. [29] extracted objective
color from in-door images by light source calibration and surface
geometry estimation. Considering the high color contrast that is
characteristic of Tujia brocade, our method employs a main color
extraction algorithm based on k-means [22,23] in the RGB space
to segment designed layouts for Tujia brocade.

Cloth texture appearance simulation.
Er-Dan et al. [30] and Wang [31],Zhang [32] simulated the
texture appearance of fabric on the basis of computer simulations
technology. They not only analyzed the structure and attributes
of yarn templates but also combined with an illumination model
to simulate the texture appearance of real cloth. Wendling et al.
[33] discussed the 3D structure of yarn and proposed a consistent geometric model to simulate the deformations of dry
fabric. A high-quality scattering function was proposed to build
a physically-based appearance model for textile fibers, which
combines the advantages of the optical and structural properties
of cloth fibers [34]. Cirio et al. [35] proposed a compact representation of yarn geometry and kinematics to handle more diverse
types of knitted cloth. Schroder et al. [36] designed a framework for representing an input cloth and proposed an automatic
analysis approach for estimating the yarn structure and weave
pattern.
Another effective approach for rendering the texture appearance of fabric is texture synthesis from samples [37,38]. According to a Markov random field model [39], Efros and Leung
introduced a pix-based approach for rendering textures [40,41].
Using a patch-based synthesis method [42,43], Wu and Yu extracted a feature map from a sample texture to generate a new
texture. Kwatra et al. [44],Li and Wand [45] used an expectation–
maximization-like algorithm to optimize the texture quality using
a similarity metric, in an approach which combines the advantages of pixel-based and patch-based methods. Our technique is
different from traditional yarn-structure-based and sample-based
simulation methods in that it introduces the concept of colorbased regions into yarn-structure-based appearance simulation.
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Fig. 9. Histogram analysis of the main color extraction process for a Tujia brocade layout.

3. System overview

new industrial production model for Tujia brocade. Fig. 1 depicts
the framework of the proposed intelligent weaving system for

The intelligent weaving system for Tujia brocade, which integrates computer-aided design, computer-aided manufacturing
and Internet of things technology as the basis, is designed to
replace the traditional handmade weaving approach. It can provide a new intelligent design module, a new intelligent CAD
module, a new intelligent CAM module, an intelligent loom, and a

Tujia brocade. This paper focuses on the data-driven design and
simulation algorithm for Tujia brocade, which is a core of the
intelligent design module.
Based on the research and decomposition of traditional Tujia
brocade patterns, the layouts of Tujia brocade pieces with both
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Fig. 10. Examples of segmentation results based on color k-means.

Fig. 11. Analysis of the accuracy and validity of main color extraction for a Tujia brocade layout.

traditional and modern patterns can be simulated by the intelligent design model. The intelligent design module consists of two
parts: one is a data-driven design and simulation sub-module,
the other is Tujia brocade intelligent CAD sub-module. Through
the data-driven design and simulation sub-module, a new Tujia
brocade layout can be designed and the texture of the designed
layout can be simulated, which allows manufacturers to quickly
generate Tujia brocade samples to satisfy potential customers.
Tujia brocade intelligent CAD sub-module design a pattern for
a new virtual layout, which then serves as the input to the
intelligent CAM module. The intelligent CAM module converts the
designed layout data into industry control data. Tujia Brocade intelligent weaving loom is responsible for cloth production, which

the control data are sent from CAM module based on industrial
Io-Ts. Fig. 2 presents an example of the whole process from cloth
design to production.
The processing flow of the data-driven design and simulation
algorithm is shown as Fig. 3. Firstly, a new Tujia brocade layout
can be designed by pattern elements and skeletons. Then, the
colors of the designed layout are quantified based on the Octree
approach [18–21]. The main color map is extracted by k-means
clustering [22–24]. Consequently, the main color map and yarn
structures are used to render the texture of the designed layout.
The details of the above process are described in Section 4.
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Fig. 12. Appearance results generated using our system and other methods.

Fig. 13. Example of a saliency map.

4. Data-driven design and simulation algorithm for Tujia brocade
In this section, we introduce the two components of the datadriven design and simulation algorithm for Tujia brocade: the
creative design algorithm and the texture simulation algorithm.
4.1. The creative design algorithm
Based on the research of many Tujia brocade patterns, we
have found that these patterns tend to consist of simple and
abstract geometric pattern elements placed in certain geometric arrangements. An example of the analysis process of Tujia
brocade pattern is shown as Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows an image
of a classic Tujia brocade called ‘Forty-eight hooks’ which can
be segmented into three parts (Fig. 4(b)). Fig. 4(c) describes the
‘Forty-eight hooks’ layout sample, which is a square symmetric
structure.
In our research, we build a pattern element library (Fig. 5),
the elements of which were segmented from traditional Tujia

brocade. By extracting the color feature (RGB values) of pattern
element, the proposed texture simulation algorithm can segment
it into different regions and render it with true yarn structure
(such as the whole process shown in Fig. 8). We design a series of
skeleton templates (Fig. 6) based on the geometric arrangements
of the pattern elements. If we want to generate a new satin
pattern sample, we just need to use both the library and skeleton
templates proposed. Depending on the skeleton template, the
user can edit the pattern elements, which including zooming, rotating, panning and coloring. For generating a new Tujia brocade
layout, a pattern sample a sample pattern can be repeated as
either two panels in a side-by-side arrangement or as four panels
in a two-by-two arrangement.
4.2. The texture simulation algorithm
The texture simulation algorithm is designed to simulate the
texture of a virtual deigned Tujia brocade layout based on a color
index data and a yarn structure template. The color data of the
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Fig. 14. Examples of spectral residual curves.

Fig. 15. An example of the process of the proposed creative design system for Tujia brocade.

layout is quantified on the basis of Octree. For a new layout I
of virtual Tujia brocade, the color quantization result I ′ contains
more concentrated color types based on Octree decomposition.
′
′
′
′
We define the quantized color set as C I = {C1I , C2I , . . . , CnI },
′

where n is the number of quantized colors and C I ∈ R3 , meaning
that each color is defined in terms of Red, Green and Blue weights.
Fig. 7 shows a case of cloth color quantization based on Octree. According to the input brocade layout (Fig. 7(a)), we can
generate an Octree (Fig. 7(c)) using the RGB values (Fig. 7(b)),
while the RGB values are used to calculate the color index of each
point in the Octree. Then, we combine the Octree with a defined
color palette (Fig. 7(d)) to generate a new color-quantized Tujia
brocade layout (Fig. 7(e)).
′
In addition, on the basis of the quantized color set C I of the
new Tujia brocade layout, we employ the k-means clustering to
′
generate the main color map MC I . Because the k-means clustering is an unsupervised learning algorithm [46], a candidate color
′
′
′
I′
map S I = {S1I , S2I , . . . , Sm
} can be initialized, where m is the
number of main colors. Namely, m represents the number of color
clusters that we wish to identify.
The minimum distance (denoted by D(x,y) ) between the color
of each pixel is calculated as Eq. (1). Then, the color of each pixel
′
I′
is expressed as I(x
,y) = Ci , i ∈ [1, n].
D(x,y) = argmin

m
∑
p=1

The color value of each pixel can be assigned the most similar
′
color SpI according to D(x,y) . Thus, we can define m′ s color cluster,
′

of which the center p is SpI . Based on each color cluster, a new
color map is generated. Eq. (2) describes the method for calculat′
′
ing the label RI(x,y)k of each pixel based on the fixed S I , where k
represents the number of iterations. Moreover, the new center of
each color cluster can be set by Eq. (3).

{
′
RI(x,y)k

I′
Spk

=

2

(1)

2

(2)

′

′
RI(x,y)k ∗ I(x
,y)

∑

(3)

′

RI(x,y)k

Combined with Eq. (1) and the new centers of the color map,
′
we cluster the colors I(x
,y) of each pixel again. Once we have
obtained the minimum D which was calculated after′ several
iterations, the ultimately obtained main color map MC I can be
described as shown in Eq. (4). Each pixel of the quantized image
′
I ′ will be assigned one color in the main color map MC I , so
that we can segment I ′ into m′ s sub-regions. According to color
segmentation results, the image I ′ can be summarized in Eq. (5).
′

′

∥ I ′ (x,y) − Sp I ∥

0

∑

′

∑m

if D(x,y) = argmin p=1 ∥ I ′ (x,y) − Sp I ∥
otherwise

= 1

′

′

′

I
I
I
MC I = {S1k
, S2k
, . . . , Smk
}

(4)

I = {E1 , E2 , . . . , Em }, subject to I(x,y),Ei ∈
′

′

′
SikI

, i ∈ [1, m]

(5)
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Algorithm 1 Texture simulation algorithm
′

′

′

Require: Quantized pattern I , main color map MC I of I , yarn
structure library W
Ensure: AppearanceAreas AE
′

1:
2:

′

function AppearanceSim(I , MC I , W )
for i ∈ [1, m] do

′

Label the region Ei to be rendered based on the color SikI
Select a yarn structure template wj from W
Get the size of wj : [wjc , wjl ] = sizeof (wj )

3:
4:
5:

Get the size of Ei : [Eic , Eil ] = sizeof (Ei )
Calculate the number of interpolations: T = (Eic ∗ Eil )/(wjc ∗

6:
7:

wjl )
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Set t = 0
while t < T do
Get the initial coordinates for each region to be
rendered: [x, y]
In the horizontal direction, render:
AE hi,t = CCI([x, y, x + wjc , y + wjl ],

[x + 1 + wjc , y + wjl , x + wjc + wjc , y + wjl ])
In the vertical direction, render:
AE vi,t = CCI([x, y, x + wjc , y + wjl ],

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

AE hi,t

[x + wjc , y + 1 + wjl , x + wjc , y + wjl + wjl ])
+ AE vi,t

AE i,t =
t =t +1
end while
end for
AE = {E1 , E2 , · · · , Em }
return AE
end function

After the designed layout I ′ segmented into m′ s regions by the
′
main color map MC I , a yarn structure data is used to simulate
the texture of a Tujia brocade sample according to designing requirements. Based on the corresponding yarn structure template,
we render the texture of each segmented region based on cubic
convolution interpolation algorithm CCI [47]. Finally, a complete
virtual texture appearance sample is displayed after mosaics each
rendered region. The texture appearance simulation algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1.
Fig. 8 shows an example of the simulated texture of the
′
‘Forty-eight hooks’ pattern. Based on the main color map MC I
(Fig. 8(b)) of the ‘Forty-eight hooks’ pattern (Fig. 8(a)), we can
generate the mask (Fig. 8(c)) for the red-colored regions, for
which the index is 5. Our system renders the regions indicated by
the mask to generate their local texture (Fig. 8(e)) using the corresponding yarn structure template (Fig. 8(d)). Fig. 8(f) shows the
final rendered texture of the ‘Forty-eight hooks’ sample, which is
composed of various simulated local appearances according to the
main color map.
5. Experiments and discussion
In order to verify the effect of the algorithms that we proposed, we design several Tujia brocade layouts and simulate
their texture in this section. And then, through comparing the
experimental results with those of other popular algorithms, we
analyze and discuss the advantages of our algorithms in detail.
5.1. Clothes color segmentations
Assuming that the pattern sample shown in Fig. 7(a) is used as
input, we extract the pixel histogram in red color space shown in
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Fig. 9(a), while the pixel distribution covers from 0–255. Fig. 9(b)
shows the result of Octree-based color quantization in red color
space. Because the colors are concentrated into their nearest
corresponding peaks in the histogram, the color distribution becomes disperse and the values of the peaks increase; consequently, the main colors of the layout are represented by the
Octree quantization peaks. Fig. 9(c) shows the pixel histogram in
red color space of the k-means clustering, and the final quantization layout is shown in the previous section (Fig. 7(e)). There
are eight bins in the red color space distribution of the k-means
layout, and there are same results are observed in green and blue
color space (Figs. 9(f) and (i)).
Figs. 10 (a)–(c) are shown the segmentation results according
to color k-means for the input pattern (Fig. 7(a)). It reflects the
fact that the number of main colors in the layout is eight, as
shown in Fig. 8(b). Due to chromatic aberration, the extracted
color from the input pattern may be very different from the
actual color. The results of this main color extraction experiment
demonstrate that our method can solve this problem well by
quantizing and extracting the colors of the input layout.
For verifying the accuracy and validity of the main color extraction algorithm, we compare color distributions of k-means
layouts generated without color quantization shown in Fig. 11(a)
and with color quantization shown in Fig. 11(b). The number of
main colors are nearly identical between the non-color-quantized
and color-quantized versions.
However, the RGB value of each main color shows obvious
differences. For instance, the RGB value of white color without
quantization is (252, 255, 253) shown in Fig. 11(a), whereas the
RGB value with quantization shown in Fig. 11(b) is (228, 239,
226). Similarly, the un-quantified RGB value of yellow is (255,
235, 31) shown in Fig. 11(a), whereas the corresponding RGB
value in Fig. 11(b) is (224, 207, 15). From the results shown in
Figs. 11(a) and 10(b), we confirm that the main color extraction
algorithm based on k-means clustering enables a higher accuracy
of color identification for Tujia brocade layouts.
To characterize the contribution of the Octree color quantization process, we used the TinEye tool [14] to extract the main
colors of the designed layout, which is a powerful online image
processing tool. Fig. 11(c) shows color extraction results for the
non-color-quantized layout, and Fig. 11(d) shows color extraction
results for the color-quantized layout. From the Figs. 11(c) and
(d), we can see significant differences in statistics quantity among
different methods. Furthermore, the statistics quantity and RGB
values of the main colors in Fig. 11(d) are very similar to those
in Fig. 11(b). Thus, we conclude that Octree color quantization
is useful for improving the color extraction accuracy for Tujia
brocade layouts.
5.2. Clothes texture simulation
Following, we render the texture of a Tujia brocade layout
based on yarn templates by cubic convolution interpolation algorithm [47]. We extract two kinds of classic ethnic yarn structures
from Tujia brocade: a plain weave structure and a twill weave
structure. We employ these structures as yarn templates to simulate the texture of virtual designed layout. At the same time,
we also adopted Efros–Leung algorithm [40,41] and Kwatra algorithm [44,45] to render the texture based on the same yarn
templates, so as to compare the effectiveness with the proposed
texture rending algorithm.
Fig. 12 shows the texture simulating results generated by our
method and other two texture rendering algorithms. In Fig. 12,
the first column shows three input yarn template, the second
column represents simulation results based on Efros–Leung algorithm [40,41]. The third column represents simulation results
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Table 1
Average run times of our algorithm and two algorithms considered for
comparison.
Simulated image
size

Efros–Leung
algorithm
[40,41]

Kwatra’s
algorithm
[44,45]

128*128
256*256
512*512
1024*1024
2048*2048

24.1937
99.3651
494.8329
1821.2889
7318.5837

179.3381
793.6021
3520.7704
14570.5266
55670.7287

s
s
s
s
s

Our algorithm

s
s
s
s
s

5.2168
6.3454
11.3725
22.8149
97.2435

s
s
s
s
s

with Kwatra’s algorithm [44,45], and our results are shown in
the last column. From a comparison of the simulated results,
one obvious finding is that our simulation results are superior to
those of both the Efros–Leung and Kwatra algorithms. For both
the twill weave and plain weave structures, regions of texture
non-alignment and folds are present in the results of the Efros–
Leung algorithm, and the same phenomenon is also present in the
results of Kwatra’s algorithm for the plain weave structure.
To further demonstrate the superiority of the proposed algorithm, we calculated its run times for texture simulation with
different simulated image sizes. We set the simulated image sizes
to 128*128, 256*256, 512*512, 1024*1024 and 2048*2048, and
the size of the yarn template was set to 64*64. All experiments
were conducted using a computer with an Intel Core i7-7600
3.4 GHz CPU with 8 threads, 32 GB of RAM and a Quadro K2200
graphics card; the average run times were calculated from five
experiments on three yarn templates (Fig. 12(a)).
The Efros–Leung algorithm [40,41] and Kwatra’s algorithm [44,
45] were also tested to determine their run times for texture
simulation. Table 1 lists the average run times for our algorithm
and the two other algorithms with different simulated image
sizes. The run times for each algorithm increased with increasing
image size. Nevertheless, the run times of our algorithm are much
lower than those of the other algorithms. Efros–Leung algorithm
calculates the squared distance between old patch and input fill
image to search a new patch, and looks for a minimal binary
shape (overlap regions) between old and new patches along the
boundary of the shape. The search stage and minimal stage are
a very time-consuming process depending on the size of the
initial patch and image. Kwatra’s algorithm is another method
to find out overlap regions, and its computational complexity is
dominated by nearest neighbor search. However, the proposed
algorithm is aimed to optimize the boundary new patch and input
image. In another word, we did not find out the overlap region
between patch and image. That is the reason why our method has
a lower time cost and our method is applicable to the network.
To further estimate the accuracy of our algorithm, we calculated the spectral residuals of the simulated images to construct
the corresponding saliency maps [48]. The color of the warp in
the first yarn template (Fig. 8) is gold; we extracted the spectral
residual values along the red line in Fig. 13(a) to identify all gold
warp regions along a single row. Fig. 13(b) shows the saliency
map corresponding to Fig. 13(a), whose size is 256*256. Fig. 14
shows a comparison of the spectral residual values obtained for
textile images generated using our algorithm, the Efros–Leung
algorithm and Kwatra’s algorithm.
The spectral residual values are shown in Fig. 14(a) were
extracted from appearance simulation results with dimensions of
128*128, whereas those shown in Fig. 14(b) were extracted from
256*256 simulation results. We find that the peaks in the curves
corresponding to our algorithm are obviously concentrated in 4
regions in Fig. 14(a) and in 8 regions in Fig. 14(b). The number of
distinct peak regions corresponds to the number of warp regions
in the simulation result. In addition, in Fig. 13, the distances

Fig. 16. The simulated appearance result corresponding to Fig. 14(d).

between adjacent peaks for our algorithm are essentially identical. By contrast, the peaks in the curves of the Efros–Leung and
Kwatra’s algorithms are not evenly distributed. Furthermore, the
maximum peak values for our algorithm are larger than those
for the other two algorithms. Thus, we can confirm that our
algorithm generates a continuous and reasonable yarn structure.
Based on the above analysis, we want to confirm the feasibility
of the proposed system for simulating the texture of Tujia brocade
layouts. For this reason, we have completed the function tests of
the entire system, including creative layout designing and texture
simulation.
Fig. 15 represents an application example of the proposed
creative design algorithm for Tujia brocade. As shown in Fig. 15,
according to four skeletons (Fig. 15(b)), we create four layers
(Fig. 15(c)) for specifying the approximate position of the input
schema element (Fig. 15(a)), and we employ layer stitching approach to generate the designed layout (Fig. 15(d)). Moreover, we
used side-by-side and two-by-two combinations for generating
the final layout (Fig. 15(e)). Fig. 16 shows the texture simulation
result corresponding to Fig. 15(d).
Fig. 17 presents overall examples of the Simulation effects
of the proposed data-driven simulation algorithm. The creative
design algorithm is used to generate several layouts for Tujia
brocade (Fig. 17(a)). Respectively Figs. 17(b) and (c) show simulation textures that were subsequently generated based on the
twill and plain weave yarn structures. Our system can reproduce
the appearance of a real fabric material from simulation results.
6. Conclusion
Based on computer-aided design, computer-aided weaving
and Internet of things technology, we design an intelligent weaving system for Tujia brocade to replace the traditional handmade
weaving approach, in which a data-driven design and simulation
algorithm plays an important role. In this paper, we analyze the
contribution of the data-driven design and simulation algorithm
to the intelligent weaving system. We extract the pattern elements data and skeletons data from real Tujia brocades, and we
employ those data to drive a creative design algorithm to design
new cloth layouts.
Then, we introduce the mechanism of the texture simulation algorithm according to the main color map. We generate a
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Fig. 17. Example of the use of the proposed intelligent simulation system for Tujia brocade.

quantized layout by Octree approach of each designed layout or
pattern firstly. The main color map is extracted for each quantized
layout based on k-means clustering. Based on the main color map
and yarn structure templates, we then use the cubic convolution
interpolation algorithm to render the texture for each color region. Finally, we synthesize all simulated texture regions into an
entire image representing the simulated texture of the input Tujia
brocade layout.
As demonstrated by experiments and the results of the analysis, the proposed data-driven design and simulation algorithm
shows good applicability and accuracy for the designing and
simulation of Tujia brocade. However, there still exists room for
improvement. For example, the proposed system cannot simulate
fabric materials texture that is white in color, and the time cost
for simulation is also expensive. To provide users with a better
design experience, in our future work, we plan to improve the
reliability of the proposed system and reduce its time complexity.
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